Suzuki sp 250

Suzuki SP When Suzuki decided in to upgrade their entries in the dual purpose market, they
hoped to make one step take the place of two: the smaller models remained two-strokes, as in
the established TS line, but the new entry, a four-stroke, displaced cc. Built as the street legal
SP and playbike DR, the was supposed to offer a bit more than the traditional s, a bit less than
the awesome s. The SP and DRs were good bikes. They did have more punch than the smaller
rivals, less bulk than the larger ones. But they didn't set the sales charts afire, nor did the later
SP and DRs, again despite their good looks and performance. Suzuki planners followed their
own line of development and came up with the DR and SP, meeting the rivals cc to cc, and
beating them in many ways. All of which leads to this year's new idea, the SP As logic dictates,
there's also a playbike DR version. As you'd also guess, Suzuki is tired of trying to make one
model do the work of two and expects to gain sales by making a new and better The new is
beyond doubt. The engine is a smaller version of Suzuki's cc Single, with Twin Swirl four-valve
head, a moderately oversquare bore and stroke of 72 by The compression ratio of 8. If the
engine pings, the manual instructs, change brands but don't use leaded fuel. The and don't
share parts but because they're the same thing in two sizes, the contains a counterbalancer, as
seen of course in the class rivals as well. There are two exhaust pipes for the two exhaust
valves, and they tuck tightly back, join and run into a silencer and then to a secondary muffler,
again like the others except that the Suzuki makes some nice noises. Nothing rude, but you
know it's a healthy little engine down there. Five speeds, oil carried in the crankcase. The lack
of a spring-loaded slide and heavy return spring means the SP's throttle is feather light. Snaps
open quickly, almost no resistance and the psychology of that means the engine feels willing to
go. Along with that, the light pull means the throttle can have lots of leverage, so it's quick, with
maybe a quarter turn from idle to wide open. Starting is by foot, aided here by a semi-automatic
compression limiter. Semi in that Honda and Yamaha s have valve lifters linked to the kick lever.
When the lever is kicked, the exhaust valves are opened. This works but the rider never knows
where the engine is in its sequence of four strokes. The SP, though, has a hand lever that opens
the exhaust valves until the piston has been eased just past compression. Pull it in and it stays
in until, click, the piston is in the right place. Again like the others, the SP has gained a lot from
motocross. Rear suspension is Full Floater, with one rear shock riding in links between the
frame and the swing arm, said linkage selected to give rising rate suspension, as done on the
RMs and they are known as the best there is. The frame is open cradle with the engine a
stressed bridge between the single front downtube and the double tubes at the rear. Drum
brakes, leading axle forks with valves for air, just as you'd expect. The SP follows this except
that by now the comment isn't accurate. Instead, the short, high fuel tank with square seat, the
short and wide fenders and low handlebars, came into vogue on motocross models, spread to
the enduro lines and now are seen on the dual purpose bikes, from all the factories at about the
same time. And so goes the SP This isn't a complaint. It's a clean design. Excepting perhaps the
rear fender, which is too short to keep water off your back and all modern motorcycles have that
shortcoming except maybe the FLH, none of the forms of the SP interfere with function. Where
the looks are awkWard, for example the wide front fender, they serve a purpose. Plus the red
paint is a warm and bright red, the contrasting trim stripes don't overwhelm and the finish, on
plastic and metal alike, is top notch. Even the welds on the swing arm are nicely done. The
instruments are a speedometer and three warning lights; neutral, turn signals and high beam.
Adequate, but no more than that. There's no tachometer, which isn't a great lack, although the
SP could have had markings on the speedo for shift points, as the Honda does. The SP's
electrics are six volt, presumably because the battery is lighter and smaller and easier to tuck
behind the panels. And the headlight and taillight are bright enough without being the lasers
you get with 12 volts and halogen bulbs. One minor thing, though, is that the warning lights are
dim, so dim the rider has to squint to be sure the neutral light is on even on cloudy days. And
one of the older riders got so tired of not seeing the signal warning that he reverted to hand
signals, just like in days when blinkers were optional and batteries all went dead. Tools and
papers live in a plastic box bolted to the frame below the left side of the rear fender, again like
brands H and Y. The lid of the box is rubber and it seemed to seal well and stay put. Not quite
the same design as Honda's, but because we've lost more than one set of Honda tools and
papers when the lid flapped open in the woods, we never did trust this box, despite not having it
come open. The SP comes with passenger pegs and one of those darn straps at midseat.
Somehow it was removed for the photos and never got re-installed. The fork lock is on the
forks, not part of the switch on the bars, but because the lock is easily reached with the bars at
full left, the location was no problem. The SP doesn't match Suzuki's usual profile, which is
giving the customer a bit more bike for the money. The road models, for instance, are usually
larger and more roomy than their class competition. The SP, though, is a bit smaller. This isn't
bad and it gives a choice between the and s, just as Yamaha does and Honda doesn't do as

much. For instance, test weights: Suzuki SP Yamaha XT Honda XLR Kawasaki KL And
wheelbase: Suzuki And seat height: Suzuki Some of the differences are more er, different than
others, and none are critical, but the Suzuki's total is the smallest. And it feels the smallest.
Also unlike the other Suzukis, the SP has the seat closer to the bars than average, so it feels
short. The bars being close and wide give lots of leverage. The SP turns quickly and in traffic
reacts to the edge of darting back and forth. This was a puzzle for a while because it tracks fine,
steers even better and the actual balance is so good the rider can practice coming to a stop and
staying upright for a second or two, which led to the conclusion that the rider is feeding the
steering more input than is needed or intended. Minus, the seat slopes forward and makes sure
the rider is right up there on the tank with arms outstretched. And the seat is narrow and
square, yeah for the third straight month we have us a motocross seat, the kind that's fine as
long as you don't sit on it. We have surrendered in that we no longer expect flip-up seats, handy
though they were, but this doesn't mean seats for sitting couldn't be wider and more rounded
and liveable all day. Which the SP's isn't. The engine is mildly tuned, under less stress that is,
and it idles and pulls well. What it doesn't have is power. City traffic is no worry but on the
highway the engine sounds busy at more than 60 mph and if there's a headwind or slight
upgrade the rider is surprised to turn the throttle and discover it's already tun will go. The SP
owner will proles! Ihc national speed limit on principle only because 55 is the SP's natural
cruising speed. It's not being overworked faster than that, exactly, it's just that there's not ;
much left. Is that criticism? The SP runs well and runs fast enough and is economical, it just
isn't very fast and that's a fact. Because the SP was a nifty city scooter, and we all know
dual-purpose bikes are compromised, it was rewarding to learn that the SP is also a good dirt
bike. It climbs the hills it should climb and it steers astonishingly well. Front digs in and around
she goes. The forks and rear shock are nicely tuned to each other, they are soft enough in ruts
and small dips although neither end likes stutter bumps much, and when the suspension does
bottom out it's the bike's way of telling you you're about out of power and traction anyway. The
IRC trials tires float on sand and grip rock, sorry the rains have quit so we can't say they slip in
the mud although these tires always have on all other dual-purpose models of our
acquaintance. Suzuki's new Single is slightly oversquare, has four-valve head and single
overhead cam. Exhaust pipes are tucked away from rider's legs. Oil filter at right front is easy to
reach. Tools and papers stow in plastic box below left side of rear fender. Dangling end is the
strap to retain the cover, except that the strap fell out and the cover stayed in place. Short lever
in front of clutch lever opens exhaust valves during compression stroke. Lever clicks off and
piston is in the right position for easy one-kick starts. Lurking below the top rocker for the Full
Floater suspension is the shock. The shock works, the system works but the shock is nearly
impossible to service. The option of powering the front wheel up for a sudden dip isn't there.
Not quite a flaw was that the rear shock faded after an hour of riding as fast as the SP would go
and the back began hopping and swapping in the whoops. This isn't as bad as it sounds
because the SP was in company with the DR and a Husqvarna WR at the time; the fade resulted
from demands beyond the call of duty and the SP is not an enduro bike. In sum, the SP is good
work and a welcome addition to the class. Source Cycle Guide Home Manufacturer Contact.
Make Model. Four stroke, single cylinder, SOHC. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Co oling
System. Air cooled. Mikuni VM28SS carb uretor. Max Power. Final Drive. Front Suspension. T
elescopic forks. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Full floater. Rear Wheel Travel. Front
Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. W heelbase. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight.
Fuel Capacity. The Suzuki RGV Gamma was a Suzuki high performance sport bike which had a
great number of its features and design cues based on Grand Prix technologies and ideas. This
motorcycle replaced the RG Gamma , which employed an alloy frame with a two-stroke parallel
twin engine. Due to its light weight, engine characteristics and cornering capabilities, it is
particularly suited to the track, compared to other motorcycles of similar engine capacity. The
model designations are:. Technical aspects were In addition, a restricted VJ22 model was
available in Japan as Sports Production SP model, which came with dry clutch and close-ratio
gearbox as standard. A later SPII model reverted to standard wide-ratio gearbox. The VJ23 uses
a totally redesigned engine with few interchangeable parts with the early models. In the UK, the
motorcycle press responded favourably to the VJ This was corrected on later VJ22 models, but
still needs to be inspected regularly. The VJ23 is not known to have powervalve issues. These
motorcycles are not particularly suited to carrying pillion passengers on long rides, due to its
race-orientated design, detracting from comfort. Hence, touring is also not a strong point of this
model. Aprilia bought engines from Suzuki which were fitted with Aprilia branded castings on
the timing and clutch covers , then fit their own expansion chambers, barrels and ECU. They
also redesigned the heads to have larger cooling passages and a slightly different combustion
chamber shape. Suzuki motorcycles at Curlie. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This

article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and
adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. May
Learn how and when to remove this template message. This section does not cite any sources.
Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material
may be challenged and removed. July Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Cycle World. Retrieved January 12, Categories : Suzuki motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles
introduced in Two-stroke motorcycles. Hidden categories: Articles that may contain original
research from May All articles that may contain original research All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from November Articles with unsourced
statements from July Articles needing additional references from July All articles needing
additional references Commons category link from Wikidata Articles with Curlie links.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Deutsch
Italiano Edit links. Drilled vented discs front and rear. Claimed horsepower was A cc enduro
type dirt bike, the DR was made in both street legal and enduro models from till skipping A
manual kick start on the right side of the bike shows its leanings more towards dirt bikes than
street bikes. The Suzuki DR shares a nearly identical design with the DR aside from the piston
size and related hardware, and as such, many people upgrade theirs with larger cylinders meant
for the DR There have also been big bore kits which allow the stock cylinder to reach a larger
size than cc. The oddly shaped headlight and small number plate are the bike's less attractive
points, but the bike has adjustable front and rear suspension, which allows the owner to tune
the bike for dirt, trail, or street riding. The engine was a air cooled single cylinder, four-stroke.
Fuel was supplied via a overhead cams ohc. It came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via single
disc in the front and a expanding brake in the rear. The DRS was fitted with a 2. From
CycleChaos. Suzuki DR Manufacturer Suzuki. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter ,
or moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact
User:Budlight if you need help. List of Suzuki motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion.
Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Gear box: 5-speed
Final Drive: chain. Service Manual. Make Suzuki. Model TSJ. Great shape, No damage. Fresh
service, New rear tire and battery. Powder-coated black gloss rims. Clean OH Original title. One
owner. Calls only.. Fresh service, tires and battery. Model TS TS I really not sure if it is ts or ,
Motorcycle need to be restore, tachometer speedometer need to be replace , seat need new
upholstery ,body need a new paint , bike has electrical problem I tried to jump start but no
spark, bike has some oil dripping under, and so onâ€¦ I just have no time for it. Title registration
is current. Payment cash in person, money order, etc. I will not accept Pay pal payment. I have
California Certificate Title in hand. Shipping is available. It will be insure and will come in
motorcycle special crate. I would prefer for the buyer to pick up or make all arrangements.
Motorcycle released when all funds have cleared. There is no any penalties on registration. Was
purchased in We Put a couple hundred miles on it over the past few years just putting around
the property and on the road a little. We never once rode it hard. It has always rode very smooth
and had no shaking or anything when going down the road. I have had it up to 55 mph. It has
lots of power and had no problem getting to that speed and that was 4 gear. The bike is gear
high for the road, 1st gear goes around 18 mph. The only problems with the bike would be, it
needs the choke fixed cause it does not work at all. The tank needs sealed and a new petcock, it
only works in the on position. Will also need a new horn and the blinker solenoid. Other then
that it is a very nice bike for its age. Has a new battery, oil injection works great and is filled with
Torco injection oil. If you have any questions please ask, Thanks for looking. And buyer will
need to find a way to have it shipped. No international shipping. For sale a Suzuki TS Savage
with everything original. Even the tires are original. It does run but will need a tune up. Also
some rust in gas tank but can be cleaned. This is the most sought after bike to restore and they
are selling for The tail light is broken and the 2 cycle oil cap is cracked but other than that all is
good. Only miles. Buyer must pick up no shipping. The title is clear but lost only can give bill of
sale. Nice example of a vintage Suzuki. Original bike. Paint is good. Runs and drives. Needs a
new air snorkel, needs glass for tachometer, needs chain guard. Tail light mount is original but
lense is aftermarket Simple stuff. Clear title in my name. It is located in Onsted, Michigan. Many
ebay buyers do not see the item location at the top of the page, but on every ebay listing, you
will find the item location shown very clearly on the right of the main picture. Just an FYI. Pay
Pal only for payment. Balance due by Pay Pal in 24 hours after that. Please contact me if you
need to make different arrangemtns for payment, before you bid please. Thank you. You will be
riding away on a very cool Suzuki TS This TS rides great and sounds way cool A total blast. At
this time as mc ran fine, opted not to do this.. Notarized Bill of sale. You can easily apply for a
Vermont Registration with motorecyclenow dot com see details on their website. Headlight

inop. I have a Suzuki TS Savage for sale. Its inexcellent condition, and it runs perfectlly, shifts
perfect, and the clutch is like new. The tires are in great condition, and the suspension works
like new also. Everything on the bike works, Headlight Low and High beam , tail light, brake
lights, turn signals, and the horn. Both of the gauges work, and the illumination. No dents in the
tank, or anything else, and the paint is in great shape too. The bike has mostly all original parts
on it. There is even a complete tool kit under the seat, along with a spare spark plug. The bike
has low mileage on it, it only has miles, and i have a clean title for the bike. It has oil injection,
so you dont have to worry about mixing oil in the gas, just fill the tank with gas and go. It gets
MPG. It is street legal, and ready to go, just needs a rider. Take a good look at the pictures, they
pretty much tell it all. If you have any questions about the bike, feel free to ask. I have the bike
listed locally also, so i reserve the right to end the auction if it sells. Kick start, oil injected
2-stroke starts on 2nd kick. Fun little bike, runs great, idles well, and is in good condition for a
37 year old bike, although the tank does have a couple dents and some scratches. Has a new
battery, original toolkit, and the air filter was just cleaned and oiled earlier this summer. Has
miles but may go up some. I also have a service manual, the original chain guard, and an
expansion pipe from another year TS The pip is in good shape but you will need to cut and weld
it on the current header in order to use it. As for the bad: the speedo works, but once you hit
ish, it goes haywire until you slow down again. The tach also works, but it could use a new
cable. Headlight, taillight, and brake light work fine, but the turn signals aren't currently
working. Overall the bike has its quirks and is not perfect, but mechanically it runs strong and it
is a nice little bike. Im rebuilding a ts and I'm looking for parts. If you a have a bike you would
like you sell or piece out I would appreciate your help. Ican do all the part matching. You can
call or text me at Davis, CA. Ridgefield, WA. Cripple Creek, CO. Rock Springs, WY. South
Kingstown, RI. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Suzuki Ts Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Suzuki
Model -. Need parts! Request Price Stockton, California. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Suzuki 9 Yamaha
Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Includes both the clutch and brake levers and both perches brackets. Levers do
not include mirror attachments points. Clutch Master Cylinder with Quality low profile design
with a 10 x 1. One piece brackets with 10mm RH Thread mirror mount holes. Metric Terminal
Crimper Tool. Includes sizes , , , and Professionally Crimps like factory originals. This tool can
be used with flag type terminals. This click-style torque wrench easily tightens various
automotive bolts, from lugs and crankshaft bolts to cylinder heads and engine-mountings.
Installs studs without damaging the threads. Steel construction with black oxide finish for
longer tool life. Includes M6 x 1. Hex head is 19mm. Designed to fit into small areas, where
studs may be hard to reach. Use with an impact wrench. Fits studs from mm. Includes adapter
sizes 16mm, 19mm, 23mm, 25mm and 30mm. Valve Lapping Paste - Permatex Aids valve
grinding and seating operations to remove burrs, surface defects, carbon and corrosion. Mixes
with water to form an easy to use paste. Set marked in metric sizes only. Feeler gauge set with
45 degree ends. Includes Sizes -. Graduated Cylinder 1,cc 1 Liter plastic Graduated Cylinder for
accurate measuring of fluids. Notice: During this worldwide fight against COVID we continue
shipping orders daily with a limited workforce performing daily workplace sanitization to
prevent the spread of this disease. Thank you for your support during this time an
60 powerstroke belt tensioner
used gmc safari
mazda b3000 radio wiring diagram free picture
d we hope you and your family stay safe. Login or Create an Account. Refine Search Results.
Clutch Lever Suzuki SP Clutch Lever Cable Adjuster Magura Clutch Master Cylinder Clutch
Master Cylinder Assembly Terminal Crimping Tool Tappet Adjusting Tool Set Valve Lapping
Stick Valve Lapping Stick Set Piston Pin Puller Impact Driver Set Precision Angle Driver
Cylinder Stud Installation Tool Set Stud Extractor mm Replacement Bit Set Snap Ring Plier Set
Valve Spring Compressor Oil Filter Wrench Safety Wire Pliers Permatex Valve Lapping Paste
T-Handle Wrench Valve Shim Tool Leakdown Tester Feeler Gauge Set Graduated Cylinder
Tappet Adjuster Tool Set Tappet T-Socket Wrench Tappet Adjuster Seal Puller The names
Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and any other trade names or symbols belonging to each
respective corporation are stated for reference purposes only. The products on this site are
after market not OEM replacement parts and accessories only. We have no relationship to the
listed companies.

